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The The RayleighRayleigh criterioncriterion

Fig1: The sum of the two peaks
gives two individual peaks

Fig2: The sum of the two peaks 
merges into a single peak
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The focal of the telescope doesnThe focal of the telescope doesn’’t change t change 
the resolution limitthe resolution limit



the resolution is limited bythe resolution is limited by
atmospheric seeingatmospheric seeing

Atmosphere

CCD



The Adaptive Optics SystemThe Adaptive Optics System



The galaxy NGC 7469The galaxy NGC 7469
observedobserved

with and without Adaptive Optic with and without Adaptive Optic 
(PUEO, CFHT)(PUEO, CFHT)



Name 2M1207 b
Discovered in 2004

Mass 5 (± 1) MJ

*-Planet Dist. (proj.) 41 (± 5) AU
Radius 1.5 RJ

Name 2M1207
Distance 53 (± 6) pc

Spectral Type M8
Apparent Magnitude J = 13.00

Mass 0.025 Msun

Right Asc. Coord. 12 07 33
Decl. Coord. -39 32 54

First image of an First image of an exoplanetexoplanet
(NACO adaptive(NACO adaptive--optics)optics)

41 AU
778 mas

planet
Star (Brown Dwarf )

CHAUVIN G., et al. 2004, A&A, 425, L29

http://exoplanet.eu/planet.php?p1=2M1207&p2=b


The limit of the adaptive opticsThe limit of the adaptive optics



All the things we know about All the things we know about 
stars and stars and exoplanetexoplanet come from come from 

the spectroscopythe spectroscopy



ELODIE spectrumELODIE spectrum



InterferometryInterferometry



First steps toward First steps toward 
the image of starsthe image of stars
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Principle of the Principle of the interferometryinterferometry
Unresolved Binary



VanVan--CittertCittert ZernikeZernike theoremtheorem
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Binary (unresolved)
Projection of baseline in the 

plane of sky
The visibility amplitude squared 

in (uv) plane

Squared visibility curves for three 
baselines

as a function of baseline length

J.P. Berger 2006



Closure PhaseClosure Phase

Phase closure :

Φ(CC−AA)   = Φobj(CC−AA) +  [Φatm(AA) − Φatm(CC)]+
+

Φclôture = Φobj(AA-BB) + Φobj(BB-CC) + Φobj(CC-AA) + 0

Φ(AA−BB)   = Φobj(AA−BB) + [Φatm(BB) − Φatm(AA)]
Φ(BB−CC)   = Φobj(BB−CC) + [Φatm(CC) − Φatm(BB)]

Observed
phases

Star
phases

Atmosphere
phases



Observation example ofObservation example of
miramira stars with IOTAstars with IOTA

Fig. 1 : Characteristic spectrum of Mira stars (Lancon & Wood 2000)



Les Les modmodèèlesles

Perrin et al. 2004, A&A, 426, 279



Balloon

gondola

Focal sphere

Primary mirrors

CarlinaCarlina



Optics in the gondola



Balloon at 140 m

First fringes
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The corrector of spherical aberration (MertzThe corrector of spherical aberration (Mertz))
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ConclusionConclusion

No delay lines

Pupil densifier => coronograph

Active optics at the center of the primary mirror
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